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H-alpha line emission of the galaxy BzK-15504, at cosmological redshift of 2.38,
corresponding to a time of 3 billion years after the Big Bang. The colours show
whether the ionised gas is moving away from us (red), toward us (blue) or is
stationary (green), relative to the overall rest frame of the galaxy. These data,
obtained with SINFONI and adaptive optics (resulting in a resolution of 0.15", or
4000 light years at the distance of the galaxy), show for the first time very
clearly the gas motions in such a distant galaxy in the Early Universe. The galaxy
appears to be a disc, like our Milky Way, and rotates at 230 km/s about the
yellow axis, which is centred on the nucleus of the galaxy (white cross). (ESO)
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An international group of astronomers have discovered large disc
galaxies akin to our Milky Way that must have formed on a rapid time
scale, only 3 billion years after the Big Bang. In one of these systems, the
combination of adaptive optics techniques with the new SINFONI
spectrograph on ESO's Very Large Telescope (VLT) resulted in a record-
breaking resolution of a mere 0.15 arcsecond, giving an unprecedented
detailed view of the anatomy of such a distant proto-disc galaxy.

"We have been able, for the first time, to obtain well resolved, two
dimensional images of the gas motions in distant star forming galaxies,
whose light has traveled more than 11 billion years to the Earth," said
Reinhard Genzel, lead author of a paper in this week's issue of Nature in
which these results are presented.

This tells the story how galaxies looked like a mere 3 billion years after
the Big Bang.

Over the past decade astronomers have established a global framework
of how galaxies formed and evolved when the Universe was only a few
billion years old. Gas of ordinary matter cooled and collected in
concentrations of the mysterious 'dark' matter (so called dark matter
halos). Since that time and up to the present epoch collisions and
mergers of galaxies subsequently led to the hierarchical build-up of
galaxy mass. This general picture leaves open, however, on what
timescales galaxies were assembled and when and how bulges and discs,
the primary components of present day galaxies, were formed.

A major study of distant, luminous star forming galaxies at ESO's VLT,
the 'SINS' (Spectroscopic Imaging Survey in the Near-Infrared with
SINFONI) survey, has now resulted in a major break-through on these
questions. This study exploited SINFONI, a novel infrared 'integral field
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spectrometer' that simultaneously delivers sharp images, with adaptive
optics, and highly resolved colour information (spectra) of an object on
the sky.

In the case of the galaxy BzK155043 at cosmological redshift 2.4, the
SINFONI observations achieved an angular resolution of 0.15", a mere
4000 light years at the distance of this high redshift galaxy. With this
superior angular resolution the data reveal the physical and dynamical
properties in unprecedented detail. Surprisingly the observations reveal a
large and massive rotating proto-disc that is channeling gas toward a
growing central stellar bulge. The high gas surface densities, the large
star formation rate and the moderately young stellar ages derived from
these observations suggest that the system was assembled rapidly, by
fragmentation and star formation in an initially very gas rich proto-disc.
SINS observations of several other massive, high redshift galaxies give
similar results.

"When we started the SINS programme," said Genzel, "we expected to
see mostly irregular and perhaps even chaotic motions caused by the
frequent merger activity in the young Universe. We were in for a major
surprise when we found a number of large, rotating and gas rich disc
galaxies whose properties are quite similar to the present day Milky
Way".

The fact that these galaxies are so large and rotate rapidly indicates that
the gas has a similar amount of rotation as the dark matter halo from
which it cooled, thus empirically solving an important question of galaxy
formation.

Natascha Förster Schreiber, lead author of another recent SINS paper in
the Astrophysical Journal said: "We now need to understand how these
early proto-discs evolved subsequently in time. Our suspicion is that they
might not have been stable."
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The SINFONI data suggest that the proto-discs may have eventually
been transformed to dense elliptical galaxies, either by internal
processes, such as the spectacular gas inflows observed in BzK15504, or
by collisions and mergers with other galaxies, which were frequent in the
dense environments in which the high redshift luminous star forming
galaxies appear to reside in.

Another important aspect of the work are the very high star formation
rates deduced for many of the luminous star forming high redshift
galaxies, about one hundred times greater than in the present-day Milky
Way.

"We have a growing body of evidence that massive galaxies formed
much more rapidly in the redshift range 2-3 than originally anticipated,"
said Andrea Cimatti, team member from the University of Bologna.
"The new SINFONI data give us a first glimpse what processes might be
involved."

The SINS programme on the VLT is a stunning demonstration of what is
going to be possible in the next few years with the combination of
integral field spectroscopy and adaptive optics.

For details of the results see:
N.M. Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, Astrophys.Journal 645, 1062
R.Genzel et al., Nature, 17 August 2006
X.Kong et al. 2006, Astrophys.J. 638, 72
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